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1.  Insert the change key into the lock.
2.  Turn the dial right. While turning, you will hear one beep. Continue dialing  

right to zero.
3. Dial left at least two revolutions, then stop on 59.
4. Dial right directly to 4.
5.  Dial left directly to 98.
6.  Turn the dial right about 10 numbers, then stop. The lock will sound three short beeps.
7. Dial left at least two revolutions, then stop on 50.
8. Dial right directly to 25.
9.  Dial left directly to 50.
10.  Turn the dial right about 10 numbers, then stop. The lock will sound  

three short beeps.
11.  Dial left at least two revolutions, then stop on 50.
12.  Dial right directly to 25.
13. Dial left directly to 50.
14.  Turn the dial right about ten numbers, and the lock will sound five short beeps.
15.  Continue turning the dial right until it comes to a stop.
16.  Remove the change key from the lock.

recover froM loSt coMbInatIon

• Lock’s serial number is 590498, making the 
recovery combination 59-4-98.

•  New combination will be 50-25-50.

• Change key required.

Note:  When this procedure is employed, the lock  
always ends up in single control mode.

1.  Turn the dial right at least one full revolution to extend the lock bolt and raise the 
lever out of the drive cam gate.

SecurIng (re-lockIng) the lock

Beep Pattern Description

1 beep change key has been inserted and recognized

2 beeps after the 2nd dual user code is entered for the first time while changing from single to dual user mode

3 beeps sounded between most steps of a programming sequence (the exception is the preceding table entry)

4 beeps sounded after the first combination is successfully entered in dual control mode

5 beeps sounded when a dial calibration, combination change, operating mode change, or code recovery procedure 
is completed

10 beeps sounded whenever the lock is opened to indicate low battery condition (repeats periodically)

3 beeps/pause/3 beeps/pause/3 beeps sounded when the lock has never been calibrated and needs calibration

1 brap (long beep) sounded when an error occurs in a programming or dialing sequence

2 braps (long beeps) sounded when the dial is turned while the lock is in a ten minute penalty time

1 beep/pause/4 beeps battery condition is okay

1 beep/pause/2 beeps battery condition marginal (replace batteries)

The beep patterns in the table below provide feedback to the user during operation 
and programming. A beep sequence can only be initiated by turning the dial.

lock beep patternS


